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Abstract

lt. is sliown t:hat significant linita on all relevant parametera

(M, T, v, a) tan be set by charge asyaaaetry measurementa at only

two energies in the region below the Z pole where counting rate
2

effects are small. If the Weinberg Salam Theory wlth Bin 8 • 0.23

ho l da in tliia region, a »öde l independant analysia of aaynmetry

measureiuents at beara energies E » 19,35 GeV with an integrated

luiuinosity of 7x10

of the parametera:

37 -2luiuinosity of 7x10 cm at each point yields the following valuea

H =• 86 ± 12 GeV

|aj - 0.58±O.IO

|v| ̂0.2

T < 15 GeV
95Z confidence limiCs

|. liuroduction

Although the U(2)xU(l) electroweak theory ( '•<2J't ' («.s. Theory)
(A)is in good agreement with all existing low energy meaaureoentff ,

i tu raost crucial prediction, the existence of the neutral Z boson

with a nia s s - 90 GeV is, so far, quite untested. Only relatively weak

lower limits for the Z mass exist .

The aim of this report is to investigate wliat Information on the Z

mass M can be obtained from measurements of e e -- >y u below the Z pole,

in the energy region uhere the expected large increaae in counting rate

around the Z pole ita*lf * ** 'ia not yet appareac. It is of courge

particularly important to find upper limits for the mass, thua establisli-

ing the exiatence of the Z or equivaLently, aetting a lower bound to the

ränge of the weak force.

The analysis presented below is nodel independant in the aenae that no

relationa between the Z mass and the values of the coupling conatanta

are assumed. However, the normal 'weak' assunptions are madei

(i) Only one Z exiata in the relevant mass ränge

(ii) t-u-e universality

(iii) Time reveraal invariance holda

2 + -It then follows that the charge asymmetry A(a) (a-AE t E-e ,e beam

energy) dependa on only 4 real parametera:

H = Z maaa

T = Z width

v = vector coupling constant

a = axial vector coupling constant

Por unpolar i aed beams. the differential cross aection for e e—?|J |i

ia given by

4s da

(8).

2
'

6)+2P (s)cosö ...... (1)

dii
where a is the fine structure constant, 0 is the angle between the in-

coming e and the outgoing ]i , and

F.(s) = l+2v Re(R)+ (v2+a )2|R|2

F3(s) = 2a2Re(R)+4v2a2|R|2

R = s/(s-M2+iMr)

If Nf, N are the numbers of events with the \i in the forward

(0<6<fl/2) backvard (H,2<0<n), henispherea respectively, then the back-

ward forward charge aaynmetry is given by (1) äs:

(2)



FigB. la-td) show how A(a) varica with H, r, v, a respectively in the

energy ränge below the Z pole. Variations are shown about a Standard

set Of values H - 90 GeV, f - 2 GeV, v - 0.0, a - 0.6, roughly
2

corresponding to the U.S. »ödel expectation with sin 8 " 0.23. Also
w t - t -

shown in Figs, l are the counting rates per hour for e e —?M p with
31 2fü l l geometrical acceptance and a liminosity of L * 10 s/(70 GeV)

cm sec

The following general comaents can be nade froa inspection of Figs. la-

(i) A(s) and tlie counting rate depend atrongly on H, a,
weakly on f , v.

(ii) Variations in H, a on the one band and in T, v, on the
other similarly modify A(s). Changing M, a changes the
energy at which the nininum asynutetry (A« -O.75) occurs
whereas changing r, v leavee the location of the nininun
altnost constant, but reduces the absolute value of the
asyniuetry.

( i i i ) A(s) at low energies depends only on the ratio a/H and is
almost independant of T, v,

Frotn (ü) it f öl Iowa chat measuremeuts of the difference between the

uiniuua asynmetry and its extreme value -0.75 can give upper bounds

on the paraDieters P, v/a independant of H. For exaif>le, considering

only the Variation with v, and setting r = 0, the displacement of the
(9) 2minimum asymmetry frora the value -0.75 is given by 3/(4+2(a/v) }.

'Die independance of the low energy charge asynmetry on T and v can be
2

seen imaediately fron Bgn (2) on taking the limit s« M , giving

(3)Ats ) - -
2a s

H

Fron the above a possible progranne to deternine all 4 parameters H, P,

v, a begins to emerge:

2 21) Heasurement of A at low energies determines a /M via Eqn(3).

2) Tlie absolute magnitude of the mini nun asynnetry gives upper l i mit a

to T, and v/a.

3) Measureraent of Variation of A(a) front the linear a dependance of

(3) determines M.

4) Combine 3) with l) to give a.

5) Combine 2) with 4) to give an upper limit on v.

4

The cruclal point however, to determine H, 3), vould appear to re-

quire ueasurementa of the Charge asyometry at aeveral energiea witb

good preciaion, soaething that seeaa unlikely to be attainable, given
31-2 -lthe luninositiea of the order of 10 ca aec or lesa that have so

far been attainable in high energy e e rings.

The approach followed below is perhaps the simplest possible. The

queetion is asked: Uhat can be learnt, particularly with regard to M

fron Charge asyanetry aeasureneuta at only two energiea? These are

choaen (aoaewhat arbitrarily) to be </~» » 38 GeV corresponding to the

top PETRA energy and /T - 70 GeV, perhaps attainable in HERA, used

äs an e e collider. A somewhat lower upper energy of /s • 54 GeV waa

also considered for coapariaon.

Signlficantly increaaing the higher energy aeana (if the U.S. Theory

is correct) entering the region of the Z pole itself where large in-

creasea of counting rate are expected and deternination of the Z aass

becoaea very straightforward. This region has been considered in detail

in earlier studies

However, in view of the large power costs entailed in giving rather

•ödest increases to the beaa energy of e e uachinea near design linits

set by the aize of the ring and available R.F. voltage gradienta, the

present study aeeas worth purauing.

The plan of the report is aa fölIowa; In the following section approxinate

formulae are derived giving H and a directly fron only two asynaetry

aeaaureaents when v and P are aet to zero. If the U.S. Theory ia correct

the low energy coupling constant aeasureaents indicate that this

neglect of v, P should be a good approxiaation.

In aection 3 an iterative procedure is applied using the conplete exprea-

aion for A(a) (Eqn(2)) to find iaproved valuea for M and a, taking aa

starting values those given by the approximate formulae of section 2. The

meaaured Charge asyonetry at the higher energy ia then uaed to set upper

liaits on v, r juatifying the neglect of these paraaeters in the earlier

atage of the analysis. It ia aleo shown tbat such neglect results in con-

servative upper linita for the Z naaa. In sectioii 4 the senaivity of

aeasurementa of the longitudinal Polarisation of the t s in e e —ti T

to v/a is investigated. Conclusiona and ciosing comaents are contained in

section 5.



2. Approximate Formulag. Conaeryative Upper Limi te cm the Z Maas

To arrive at fornulae fron wliich l i"i tn on H may be obtained from only

2 charge asynmetry raeasurements additional aasumptions are made. These

are:

1) Both measurenents are made on the monotonically decreasing portion

of the A(s) curve (see Figs. 1).

2) r is neglected.

3) v ia neglected.

There is little d i f f i cu l ty in establishing 1) experimentally, since if

ehe higher energy measurement ia made beyond ehe mininmia of A, the Z

pole is close enough to already give a large increase in counting rate.

The assumptions 2), 3) must be jus t i f ied post hoc in a raodel independant

aualyaia, It is however shown in the following section, by comparing the

approxiniate formulae derived here with the exact fonaula Eqn{2), that the

mass l imits given by the approximate formulae are always conservatiyg

(i.e. high for the upper Limi t on M) for sets of the parameters (H, r,

v, a) near to the U.S. values. Again, when the parameters are near to the

U.S. vatues it wi l l be ahoun that aignificant upper limits can be set on

T and v, thus jus t i fy ing, poat hoc, the assumptions 2), 3).

The values of M, a found fron the approximate formulae derived below are

used äs the starting values for an iterative solution of Eqn(2) (see

secticm 3). In this way more stringent Limits on H and a can be found,

and uppüt limits set on the remaining parameters r and v.

Assuming F = 0, v - 0 Eqn(2) becomes

. 2 . a ̂  fl- s \2\2/ (4)

- 2 8_ * (l + a 4 ) s _ \2 )

L L L
Noting that for aolutions near to the U.S. one a =(0.6) - O .L3 the a

may be dropped relative to L in the 3rd term in the denorainator of

Eqn(4), leading to the simpler expresston:

A - -J 2a28/H2

(L - s/M2)

(5)

Let A , A be asyaraetries measured at s values B., B. (fl.>s,). Defining:

.2R = l - (6)

B1A2 l -

(where (5) has been ufled in the second part of the relation), a value
for the Z mass is found on solving (6) for H aa:

M -
(7)

l - R

It can be Seen immediätely from Cqn(6) that a first test for the existence

of the Z (M finite) ia that the measured quantity R should be aignificant-

ly less than unity, or otherwise stated, there should be a aignificant

departure from the linear dependence of A upon s, given by Eqn(3).

It is not difficult to show that Eqn(7) overestimates the value of M äs

compared to the more exact relation derived from Eqn(4). Putting the

solution for H given by Eqn(4) equal to H •*• 6, where H satisfies Eqn(7)

and expanding up to 0(2) in the small quantity 6/H leads to:

1

t =) - A1/A2
- a2 /i"-' 26 \-"s —

M2 ^ «) J

(8)

Since Aj/ A2 <1, 8->8 l> Eqn(8) implies that 6/H ia -ve for amall values

of (i/H) and hence that Eqn(7) overestimatea H. Eqn(8) is readily solved

(e.g. graphically) for ö/M given the values of A , A„ s,, s. and M.

The statistical error on the value of H is given by Eqn(7) äs:

<s2 - (l - R)3/2 R
(9)

The error on the experinentally raeaaured quantity R is given in terms of

the errors in the aaynmetries A,, A„ äs:



(10)

The error o, on an asynmetry is

- /l - A2 (11)

where H = H +• N.is the total number of counts contributing to the

asyauetry measurement.

Before proceeding to the more detailed conßiderations of the following

section we can already use Eqns(6), (10), (11) to estimate the nunter

of counts required to eatablish the existence of the Z if the H.S.
5

theory is correct and sin 6 - 0.23.

2
Putting; v - - 0.05, a = 0.59, M -88.8 GeV (corresponding to sin 6 -

0.23) and also T - 2 GeV in Eqn(2) leads to asynmetries of - 0.118,

- 0.298, - 0.645 at beam energies of 19, 27 and 35 GeV. In Table I are

shown the values of B for different choices of the upper and lower

energies for the asyrauetry measurement, together with the ecrors given

by Eqns(lO) and (11) with two different assuraptions:

4
(i) 10 counts at each point

4
(ii) 2x10 counts total, distributed between the upper and lower

energies so äs to minimise the ertor on R.

Finally the confidence level, in Standard deviations, for exelud lag an

infinitely heavy Z (R = 1) is given in each case.

The nintoum error, and the distribution of counts between the upper and

lower energy points corresponding to the assumption (ii) above are

given by the equations:

(MIN)

(MIN)
(12)

(HIN) m

It can be aeen from Table I that in the best caees 19, 35 GeV and

27, 35 GeV an infinite mass Z can be ruled out at the 3 Standard

deviation level with only a few x 10 total counts. The inprovement

in precision using an optinised distribution of counts is most

aacked (̂ 301 ioprovement) for the 19, 35 GeV caae where the asymnetry

difference between the upper and lower energy points is largest.

3. Iterative Solutions. Limits on M, r, v, a

In the following calculation it is asauued that eventa are accepted

only in the ränge of p production angle:

n/6 < e < sn/6

37 -2and that an integrated lundnosity of 7.2x10 cm is obtained at

both the lower (19 GeV) .and upper (35 GeV) energy points.

The production angle cut ensures good acceptance and reconstruction

efficiency in a typical solenoidal nagnetic detector. The effect of

thia cut on the asynanetry is to replace the factor 3/4 in Eqns(2),

(4),(S) by 0.693, eo diluting the aaynnetry at any energy by about 8Z.

The choice of integrated luminosity may be justified äs folloua: The

design luminosity of both the curreot (PETRA - PEP) generation of
+ - 32-2 -le e nachines and the succeeding one (LEP) is = 10 CB aec . Uow-

ever, certain, at present unsolved, probleus nainly connected with the

bean-bean tune shift linit seen to limit presently attainable limino-
3 0 - 2 - 1

alties to around a few xlO cm sec . Allowing for sone inprovement
31 -2 -l

in thia Situation, an instantaneous luminosity of 10 CD aec seeus

a not unceasonable hope for the iuoediate future. The roeasurenent being

discussed here is a simple one, capable of being perforned by any

'general' detector. Following recent PETRA experience it is then

assuroed that ctata fron 4 essentially equivalent detectors can be added*



(or equivalently a weighted average of the asymmetriea measured in

the 4 detectors can be taken). This leads to an effective inatantaneous
31 -2 -l

luminosity for the whole measureraent of 4x10 cn aec .Choosing 2000

hours äs a not unreasonable total running time over a l year period then

gives ehe integrated luminosity quoted above. If the H.S. theory with
2

sin 6 * 0.23 holds, the expected charge asymmetries, numbers of events

within the quoted angular cut, and statistical errora on the charge

asywnetries are äs given in Table II. The detailed analyais given below

uses E - 19, 35 CeV for the upper, lower energies. Houever, Table II

also includes values for the internediate energy, 27 GeV.

The procedure now adopted to find first a, H and then to set upper

limits on v, P is äs follows:

(a) Starting values for a , Hn are found fron the measured asynnetry

measureraenta A,, A. uaing the approximate Eqns(5),(7). Hn is first

found using (7). a. is then given by Eqn(5) substituting A - A ,

H - M . Note that the lower energy point is used, äs the approxinate

Eqn(5) is more accurate at lower energies. The errora on H , a. are

found from Eqns(9)-(ll).

(b) The value for a (upper and lower limits V0« • a0~°a > 1S used ltl

Eqn(2), to plot the asymmetry at the upper energy äs a function of M.

v •» 0, r • 2 are assuned for the two remaining parameters, which äs

shown below, results in a conservative upper limit on the mass.

(c) Fron the intersections of the A(s) v H curve generated in (b) for

the allowed limits a. ± o in a, with the measured A. value, new
0

mass limits are found.

(d) These mass limits are substituted in Eqn(S) together with the

measured value of A, to give an improved value for a: a ± a
1 a-j

(e) (b), (c), (d) are repeated iteratively to give fürther ioproved

values for a, H until the change in the parameters becomes small

compared with the errors.

(f) To find upper limits on v, T curves of the higher energy asymmetry

äs a function of H using the final value for a found in (a) - (e)

above are plotted for different values of v and r and conpared with

the measured asymmetry.

10

The successive values of M, a found by using the procedure (a) - (e)
r

on the asymmetry values given in Table II are given in Table III.

Two caseo are shown, measurements at 19, 35 GeV with the above quoted

luminosity and measurements at 19, 27 GeV with a 10 t i ine s greater

luminosity, which from a practical point of view, is a somewhat

academic case. This second example does however indicate that given

adequate lurainosity significant upper limits on the Z mass can be

found from charge asymmetry measurements at little more than half the

bean energy needed to reach the Z pole itsetf.

The convergence of the procedure is somewhat different in the two

cases. It is quite smooth and reaches a stable value after 2

iterations in the 19, 35 GeV case, whereas for the 19, 27 GeV case

the parameters tend to 'overstep' the input parameters on the second

iteration.

Fig. 2 shows, for the 19, 35 GeV case Step (c) of the procedure at

the second iteration. The curves labelled a ., a, correspond to a. + o ,

a. - o . The quoted errors on H correspond to the füll ± lo region

P, P generated by the curves a , a . Note that there is in fact a
U L

Separation into upper and lower allowed regions 0; P , PQ respectively

at the l Standard deviation level. In fact the lower of these regions

could be experimentally excluded (the expected counting rate at E =

35 GeV for such low masses will be =2x tines larger than the 'QEÜ* value,

see Fig. la) so the lower limit on the mass can be sharpened. Such

additional considerations do not affect the upper liinit on the mass

however.

In Fig. 3 the E - 35 GeV asynroetry is plotted äs a function of H with a

set to the value found at the 2 iteration given in Table III, and with

v, T allowed to vary. The curve shown for v - 0, F * 2 is essentially

identical to the curvea for v - -0.0475, T - 2 (W.S. Theory) or v * 0,

F » 0. It is evident by conparing these curves with the neasured asywnetn

value, also shown in Fig. 3 that:

(i) |v|<0.2, P < 15 GeV at 95Z (2 Standard deviation) confidence level.

(ii) If the analysis procedure (a) - (e) above is repeated with larger

values of |v| and F, cotisistent with (i) then even more stringent

upper and lower Halts on the Z mass than those quoted in Table III

will b? found. Thus the values quoted in Table III for the mass are

U
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quite conservative. This ia because the U.S. prediction is very near

to the one (with v • 0) giving the largeat possible charge asynmietry

in the energy region below the Z pole. This large asynroetry guarantees

that v, T nmst be small independant of M and a so jus t i fy ing the

solution in tertos of ehe latter two parameters a l one presented above.

lf nature were (or isl) less kind so that v =(l/2)a at high energiea

for example, this type of analysis would certainly not work. However

this would be made evident by the small absolute value of the ninimum

Charge asymmetry (see the curve for v - 0.3 «(l/2ia in Fig. Ic).

4__. Constraints on v/a from T Polarisation in .g_.g_."^T T
The mean longitudinal Polarisation of a positive heavy final state lepton

(\i or t )averaged over any angular ränge symnetric about e " 90 is given

by < 6 > ' < 7 > :

P - (13)

where

F. (s) - 2 v a
4

hie (R) + (v2 + a2)\R\J

and R, F (s) are defined after Eqn(l). Making a similar approximation

(T = 0, v«a) to that giving Eqn(4),(13) may be written äs:

[l ~ (l * a2)P, - y a^^r (14)

Taking the ratio of Eqns(14),(4) where in (4) the angular ränge over

which A is defined is restricted to JI/6<6<5II/6 leads to;

0-72 v [l - (l+a2)s/M2J

3 (l - s/M2)

(15)

using the values of M, a obtained in the charge asymroetry analysis of

section 3 above, the additional measurement of P. then gives v/a. In the
2H.S. theory with sin fl = 0.23 the expected value of P from Eqn(15) is

- 12 -

0.007 for E - 35 GeV so there is no hope to determine the relative

sign of v and a fron P, measureotents below the Z pole in this caae.

The measurement of the longitudinal polarisation of the t T produced in t

reaction e e — >t T near the Z pole ha s been discuased by Goggi uaing

the decay nodes T-^ew, yvv and by Augustin using the decay modes

T-»IIv, pv. Scaling figures for the senaitivity to Pf given in Ref. (10),l.
(11) on the aasunption (perhaps optiiaistic) that all decaya of the respec-

tive aodes are available for analysis leads to the following absolute errors

in P where N ia the total number of T T produced;
l*

jivv 9,2/

3.7/

or, uaing all available Information,

3.4//~H~

Since in the U.S. model with sin 6
/ W

0.23 P, is almoat zero, ehe limit on
/ LP

P,/A set by a longitudinal Polarisation measurement is =g /A. Table IV
Lshows the values of o and the corresponding limits on ap ,. and v/a given

by Eqn(15) for beam energies, charge asymmetries and integrated luminosities

äs shown in Table II. Comparing the l Standard deviation limit8 on v/a given

in Table IV with the 2 Standard deviation lioit jv/aj-v 0.35 derived from the

analysis of section 3 and Fig. 3 it is clear that no useful limits are set

by auch Polarisation measurenents.

5. Concluding Remarks

The main conclusion of this report is that it the assumptions(i) - (iii)

hold, and the parameters of the theory are close to thoae suggested by the

H.S. Theory and existing low energy neutral current measurenents, only two

Charge aeynwetry measurements below the Z pole in the energy region where

no significant increase in counting rate is yet apparent suffice to set

limits on all 4 free parameters of the theory (Table III and Fig. 3). For

measurements at 19, 35 GeV, 19, 27 GeV integrated luminosities at each
Ifl 39 ™2

energy of t10 , 10 cm would be required. Simpler tests for the

- 1 3 - 7
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existence of the Z can be made directly from the charge asymroetry

measurements themselves (see Table I). For.energies of J.9, 35 GeV a
Ifi —2

total integrated lumtnosity of =10 cm would esclüde an infinitely

heavy Z at about the 3 Standard deviation level. The above results

from the lucky accident Chat in the W.S, Theory the low energy asynune-

try is almost maximal (in absolute value) and depends only weakly on F,

v. The two charge asymmetry measurements then esaentially determine M, a,

the measured value of the higher energy asyraretry then setting upper

limits on F, v.

Mo useful additional Information seems available from polariaaiton

measurements of the i in the reaction e e —» T T with integrated

luminosities similar to those quoted above. In particular there is no

hope of checking the relative sign of v and a, predicted to be -ve in the

H.S. Theory with sin2ö - 0.23.

Ho account has been taken of radiative corrections in this report, and

certainly such effects have to be considered before meaningful comparisons
(12) . .

with data can be made. Calculatlons however indicate that radiative

effects on the charge asymmetry below the Z pole are much less drastic

than at the pole or above. Fig. 5 of ftef.(12) indicates that the curves

are still generally äs shown in Figs. la) - d) with small displacements

towards smaller absolute asyraoetries at energies below that giving the

minimum asynmetry, and to higher ones above it. It is not expected that

the essential conclusions given above will be changed by such effects.

Figure Capttons

Fig. 1; Curves of Charge asynmetry (solid lines) and counting

rate per hour (dotted lines) versus </s. For the counting rate

füll acceptance and a luminosity: L • 10 (/s/70) cm~ sec~ are

taken. In all cases curves with the Standard values H • 90 GeV,

T - 2 GeV, v " 0.0, a - 0.6 are shown:

a) Variation of M. M - 80, IOO GeV

b) Variation of r. r - 10, 20 GeV

c) Variation of v. v - 0.1, 0.3

d) Variation of a. a - 0.4, 0.8

Fig. 2; Piots of charge asyraoetry at E = 35 GeV versus M for

different values of a given by Eqn(2) with T - 2 GeV, v - 0.

Shaded area indicates , l Standard deviation limits of the
2

expected aaynroetry in W.S. Theory with sin 0 - 0.23 for experi-

mental cuts and integrated luninosities given in the text. See

also the text for explanations of the labelling of the curves.

Fig. 3; Plots of charge asyutmetry at E - 35 GeV versus M for a

- 0.577 and different values of v, T: v » 0, T - 2 GeV; v - 0,

r - 15 GeV; v - 0.20, T = 2 GeV. The shaded area indicates ex-

pected asymmetry in W.S. Theory, äs in Fig. 2. See text for ex-

planation and comnents.
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T a b l e I

Energies (GeV)

R

°«4
(10 counts
per point)

HIN
o

R
A

2x10 counts
total with
Optimum
distribution

1- R

o
R

1 - R

•."•

19, 35

0.62

0.053

0.042

9.4

19, 27

0.80

0.072

0.066

3.0

27, 35

0.78

0.027

0.024

9.1
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T a b l e II T a b l e III

Charge asytnmetries uith statistical errors and numbers of events

n/6 < 0 < 5H/6 , EL =• 7.2xl037 cm~2 , sin26 - 0.23

Beara Energy
(GeV)

19

27

35

-0.109 0.014

-0.275 0.020

-0.596 0.019

Number of
Events

4506

2307

1752

19, 35 GeV

EL - 7.2xl037 cnf2

19, 27 GeV
Tfl -2

EL - 7.2x10 cm

Approx.
Calc.

Ist
Iteration

2nd
Iteration

Input
Values

H (GeV)

103+19

91±15

86+12

88.82

a

0.707+0.13

0.607*0.12

0.57710.10

0.594

H (GeV)

94+16

87±13

81+10

88.82

a

0.632±O.I3

0.572±0.10

0.524+0.08

0.594

Input valuea of other parameters: T = 2GeV, v » -0.0475

2
Input values correspond to «in 6 - 0.23 in W.S. Theory



T a b l e IV

Limits on v/a from T longitudinal Polarisation meaaurementa in

e e —>t T . All conditiona äs in Table II. e-n- t univeraality

assumed.

Bea« Energy
(GeV)

v/a (l S.D. Limits)

19

27

35

0.003 0.05

0.006 0.07

0.007 0.08

±1.51

±0.84

±0.44

<p

Q

o ö o »
--J en in *-

C/t

in tn

counting rate h"1
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